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Directional Tunneling and Andreev Reflection on YBa2Cu3O72d Single Crystals:
Predominance ofd-Wave Pairing Symmetry Verified with the Generalized

Blonder, Tinkham, and Klapwijk Theory
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We report directional tunneling and point-contact spectroscopy measurements on theh100j, h110j,
and h001j faces of YBa2Cu3O72d single crystals at 4.2 K. The conductance spectra show fully
developed quasiparticle tunneling, Andreev reflection, and zero-bias peak characteristics, dependi
systematically on the junction orientation and impedance. Quantitative spectral analysis using th
generalized formalism of Blonder, Tinkham, and Klapwijk (BTK) indicates a predominantlydx22y2

pairing symmetry, with less than 5%s-wave component in either thed 1 s or d 1 is scenario.
[S0031-9007(98)07041-0]
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The issue of pairing symmetry has continued to attra
interest in the field of high-temperature superconductivi
(HTSC) [1]. For YBa2Cu3O72d (YBCO), grain-boundary
junction and corner-junction experiments sensitive to th
phase of the pair-wave function in the CuO2 plane have
demonstrateddx22y2 symmetry [2–4], while Josephson
tunneling measurements on PbyAlyYBCO planar junc-
tions perpendicular to the CuO2 plane have indicated the
presence of ans-wave order parameter [5]. Recent experi
ments have been reported in favor of mixed pairing sym
metry in YBCO. The observation of broken time-reversa
symmetry of thed-wave states for quasiparticle tunnel
ing [6] on Cu/organic monolayer/YBCO planar junctions
has been attributed to the existence of an additional out-
phase order parameter [7], such as in thed 1 is scenario
based on surface or boundary effects [8]. The detection
an order parameter phase shift across a YBCO twin boun
ary by c-axis PbyAlyYBCO Josephson tunneling [9] has
provided evidence ford 1 s pairing symmetry, as may be
expected from the orthorhombic crystal structure [8].

While these resultsqualitativelyaddress thed-wave vs
s-wave controversy in YBCO, they do not provide infor-
mation on the magnitudes of the component order p
rameters, a detailed measurement of which would he
to identify the pairing interaction responsible for HTSC
[1]. In principle, the highly anisotropic energy gap could
be probed by tunneling spectroscopy, which is tradition
ally known to be sensitive to the superconducting densi
of states (DOS) with fine energy resolution and conside
able directionality [10]. However, unlike other measure
ments such as angle-resolved photoemission spectrosc
(ARPES) [11], tunneling spectroscopy has shown littl
success in mapping out the gap anisotropy. Part of t
problem could be the experimental difficulties in mak
ing highly oriented and chemically homogeneous tunn
junctions, as required by the short coherence lengths
the cuprates [12]. More importantly, theoretical studie
[13–15] using the formalism of Blonder, Tinkham, and
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Klapwijk (BTK) [16] have indicated that thed-wave sign
change about its nodal axesskx  6kyd allows the forma-
tion of Andreev-boundsurfacestates, which could domi-
nate over and prevent direct tunneling into thebulk states.
For a modelh110j tunnel junction oriented normal to the
nodal axis, these surface states are nearly degenera
the Fermi level, giving rise to a zero-bias conductan
peak (ZBCP) which is ubiquitously seen in the cuprat
[6,17].

Detailed d-wave tunneling simulations have demon
strated a systematic spectral dependence on both ju
tion orientationand impedance[13,14]. Specifically, the
ZBCP is shown to diminish for either large junction mis
orientation from the nodal axes or high junction transm
sion, as the surface states become less robust. Both
antinodalh100j and thec-axis h001j junction models in
the low-transmission limit show the expected gap chara
teristics for quasiparticle tunneling into the bulkd-wave
DOS. In the high-transmission limit all junction orienta
tions show the “inverted-gap” characteristics for Andree
reflection based on the samed-wave DOS. These theo-
retical results suggest that despite thed-wave induced
surface states, the bulk DOS may be probed by either
ducing the junction impedance or orienting the junctio
normal to anhn0mj axis sn or m  integerd [13,14]. A
detailed spectral analysis could then be made to ass
the purity of thed-wave order parameter, in particular th
amount ofs-wave component present.

This Letter addresses these issuesquantitatively by
studying directional tunneling and point-contact spe
troscopy on theh100j, h110j, and h001j faces of YBCO
single crystals. The conductance spectra show fu
developed quasiparticle tunneling, Andreev reflection, a
ZBCP characteristics, depending on the junction orien
tion and impedance. Quantitative spectral analysis us
the generalized BTK formalism indicates a predominan
dx22y2 pairing symmetry, with less than 5%s-wave
component in either thed 1 s or d 1 is scenario.
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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YBCO crystals used for the experiment were grow
by a crystal-pulling technique followed by a two-week
oxygen annealing [18]. The crystals showedTc ø 90 K,
with ,1 K transition, by both resistivity and magnetic
susceptibility measurements, and single crystallinity wi
twinning was verified by x-ray diffraction. Samples with
h100j, h110j, and h001j faces were cut from the crystals
using polarized optical microscopy for alignment. The cu
crystal faces were polished to optical smoothness, th
reannealed in ultrapure O2 gas at 450±C for 24 hours
followed by slow cooling. The post-annealed sample
were subject to controlled chemical etching with 1% B
in absolute ethanol for 1 minute, then ethanol rinsed a
dried in ultrapure helium gas, before being loaded fo
tunneling measurement without exposure to air.

Tunneling and point-contact spectroscopy was pe
formed with a cryogenic scanning tunneling microscop
(STM) at 4.2 K in 1 mTorr ultrapure helium, using a
piezo-driven Pt-Ir tip. Details of the STM apparatus an
tunneling spectroscopy technique are described elsewh
[19]. The point-contact spectra were taken by disablin
the STM feedback and pushing the tip into the cryst
surface. The STM tunnel junctions were,10 MV, and
the point-contact junctions were,100 V. The latter is
larger than the typical impedance for point-contact spe
troscopy [20], but well in the Knudsen regime (contac
radius, mean free path of YBCO) to assure ballistic
transmission with negligible local heating [21].

The current vs voltageI-V data were numerically dif-
ferentiated into conductancedIydV and normalized with
respect to the spectral background. The representat
dIydV spectra are plotted as open circles in Figs. 1–
with the sample biased positive relative to the tip. The
spectra were reproducible over large areass,mm2d on the

FIG. 1. Normalized conductance spectra taken on the
©
110j

crystal face of YBCO with a Pt-Ir tip at 4.2 K. Main panel is
for an STM tunnel junction. Left inset is for a point-contac
junction. The data are given as open circles and thed-wave
fits by the solid curves. Right inset gives the mixed symmet
simulations for the tunnel junction.
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crystals and over long periods of time (,hours), with mi-
nor variations in the spectral details but no change in t
generic spectral features. Figure 1 is for theh110j STM
junction, showing a pronounced ZBCP; the left inset
for the h110j point-contact junction, showing a broade
peak structure. Figure 2 is for theh100j point-contact
junction, showing an inverted-gap hump structure wi
an asymmetric inflection at zero bias; the left inset
for the h100j STM junction, showing a partially devel-
oped U-shaped gap structure with sharp and symme
gap edges and a ZBCP. Figure 3 is for theh001j STM
junction, showing a fully developed V-shaped gap stru
ture with pronounced gap edges which are broadened
asymmetric;h001j point-contact junctions were also mea
sured, but did not show a very different spectral beha
ior. Similar V-shaped gap structures have previously be
seen by STM on Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81d (Bi-2212) [22] and
HgBa2Can21CunO2n121d (Hg-12sn 2 1dn) [19]. Also
noteworthy is the kink structure at about double the g
edges in both theh100j and h001j STM data (Figs. 2 and
3), reminiscent of similar features seen by both STM a
ARPES on Bi-2212 [11,22] and by STM on Hg-1223 [19

To explain the variety of spectral behavior observe
we consider a generalized formulation of the BTK theor
which in its original form [16] describes the spectral evo
lution from quasiparticle tunneling for a dielectric norma
insulator/superconductorNyIyS junction to Andreev
reflection for a metallicNyS junction, using a single pa-
rameterZ to represent the barrier strength. First, the ge
eralized BTK approach introduced by Hu [13] and Tana
and Kashiwaya [14] takes explicit account of the phas
of the propagating charges, allowing for constructive i
terference between Andreev-reflected electrons and ho
in the junction if they experience phase-reversed p

FIG. 2. Normalized conductance spectra taken on the
©
100j

crystal face of YBCO with a Pt-Ir tip at 4.2 K. Main panel is
for a point-contact junction. Left inset is for an STM tunne
junction. The data are given as open circles and thed-wave
fits by solid curves. Right inset gives the mixed symmet
simulations for the point-contact case (see [30]).
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FIG. 3. Normalized conductance data for an STM tunnel jun
tion on the

©
001j crystal face of YBCO with a Pt-Ir tip

at 4.2 K. The data points are shown as open circles. T
d-wave fits are given by the thick (band-structure enhance
and thin (unenhanced) curves. Inset shows the mixed symm
try simulations without the enhancement.

potentialsDk . Second, anisotropies in both theDk and the
quasiparticle energyEk can be incorporated by summing
the BTK expression overk space [23], with the proviso
that the band structure implicit inEk affect only the
normal reflection but not Andreev reflection [24], since
the latter entails the formation of Cooper pairs and n
quasiparticles. Third, the directionality of transmissio
can be modeled with a Gaussian “tunneling cone” fact
weighting the integration overkt , i.e., transverse to the
junction normal [10,25]. With these modifications the
BTK expression for the tunneling current can be written a

INS  GNN

Z Z
e2b22k2

t d2kt

3
Z `

2`

f1 1 AsEk , Dk , Zd 2 BsEk , Dk , Zdg

3 f fsEk 2 eV d 2 fsEkdg dE , (1)

where A and B are the Andreev-reflection and normal
reflection probabilities,f is the Fermi-Dirac function,
GNN is the normal-state junction conductance, andb is
the tunneling cone width [25]. The generalized BTK
kernel1 1 A 2 B is given by [14]

16s1 1 jG1j2d cos4 u 1 4Z2s1 2 jG1G2j2d cos2 u

j4 cos2 u 1 Z2f1 2 G1G2 expsiw2 2 iw1dgj2
, (2)

where G6  sEyjD6jd 2
p

sEyjD6jd2 2 1, and
expsiw6d  D6yjD6j represents the phase of the
pair potentialD6  Dsu6d experienced by an Andreev-
reflected electron (or hole) propagating at an angleu1 (or
u2  p 2 u1) relative to the junction normal.

To verify the predominance ofd-wave order parameter
symmetry in YBCO, the gap functionDk  D0scosk0

x 2

cosk0
ydy2 ø D0 coss2u0d is used in Eq. (1) for spectral

analysis, whereu0 is defined relative to thea axis.
The quasi-two-dimensional (quasi-2D) band structure
2544
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YBCO is modeled by the tight-binding dispersion [26],
jk  22tscosk0

x 1 g cosk0
yd 1 4t0scosk0

x cosk0
yd 2 m,

with t  185 meV, t0  30 meV, g  1.02, and m 
0.51 eV, through the relationE2

k  j
2
k 1 D

2
k. The tun-

neling cone width is approximated by settingb  py8
and b  `, respectively, for the STMtunnel junctions
and thepoint-contactjunctions [25], except for theh001j
STM case which has only transverse final states becau
of the quasi-2D band structure and thus a flat tunnelin
conesb  `d [19].

Spectral fits of thed-wave model to our data are shown
as solid curves in the figures. In Fig. 1, the ZBCP for th
h110j STM junction is successfully fitted withZ  3.3 and
D0  27 meV, as a clear signature of the Andreev-boun
surface states induced by thed wave; while the broader
peak for the point-contact junction (left inset of Fig. 1) is
accounted for with the sameD0 and a lower impedance
Z  1. In Fig. 2, the inverted-gap behavior for theh100j
point-contact junction is well reproduced, apart from th
asymmetric zero-bias inflection, by usingZ  0.45 and
D0  28 meV in a d-wave averagingsb  `d of ordi-
nary Andreev reflection. And for theh100j STM junc-
tion (left inset of Fig. 2), the U-shaped gap structure i
demonstrated withZ  5.2 andD0  29 meV, as a nar-
row “slice” sb  py8d of the d-wave antinode; while
the ZBCP can be explained as an effect of microfacetin
[7,13,27] which allows the surface states of a nodalh110j
junction to contribute (Z  1.5, D0  29 meV in the fit).
In Fig. 3, the enhanced peak structure for theh001j STM
junction can be interpreted as a spectral convolution of th
d-wave quasiparticle DOS, which gives a V-shaped ga
broadening, and the quasi-2D normal-state DOS, whic
has a logarithmic singularity near the Fermi level [19,26
This spectral enhancement is evident by comparing the
(thick curve in Fig. 3) which considers the normal-stat
DOS singularity with the other fit (thin curve in Fig. 3)
which neglects the singularity, both usingZ  4.5 and
D0  19 meV. For the former fit, the Fermi level is as-
sumed to lie10 meV above the DOS singularity to accoun
for the peak-height asymmetry, consistent with a slightl
underdoped YBCO. It is important to note that both th
spectral enhancement and asymmetry for theh001j STM
junction case are natural consequences of the flat tunnel
conesb  `d, which allows tunneling into thetransverse
quasiparticle states without any cancellation by thelon-
gitudinal group velocity [28]. The absence of such band
structure effects for all other junction cases follows directl
from either: (1) a narrow tunneling cone, which limits the
accessible transverse quasiparticle states [19]; or (2) lo
junction-impedance, which is dominated by Andreev re
flection and therefore altogether insensitive to the quas
particle DOS [24].

Results of thed-wave fits to our data for YBCO are
summarized in Table I. The overall spectral consistenc
among the different junction orientations and impedance
further justifies our use of the generalized BTK formalism
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TABLE I. Summary ofd-wave fitting results for YBCO using
the generalized BTK theory, withb as the tunnel-cone width,
Z the barrier strength,D0 the d-wave gap maximum, and
2D0ykBTc the reduced-gap ratio.

Junction b Z D0 (meV) 2D0ykBTc©
110j STM py8 3.3 6 0.4 27 6 4 7.0 6 1.0©
110j point contact ` 1.0 6 0.2 27 6 4 7.0 6 1.0©
100j STM py8 5.2 6 0.5 29 6 3 7.5 6 0.8©
100j point contact ` 0.4 6 0.1 28 6 3 7.2 6 0.8©
001j STM ` 4.5 6 0.5 19 6 4 4.9 6 1.0

The error bars in theZ and D0 values reflect spectral
variations as well as fitting uncertainties. The differenc
in the d-wave gap maximumD0 determined from thein-
planedatasD0 ø 28 6 4 meVd versus thec-axis sD0 ø
19 6 4 meVd data may suggest the need to consid
the coupling between the CuO2 layers [29]. The corre-
sponding2D0ykBTc ratios are larger than the BCS weak
coupling value of 3.54, though comparable to the valu
reported for other HTSC cuprates [19].

Finally, we consider the mixed symmetryd 1 s and
d 1 is scenarios to assess the amount ofs wave present
in YBCO. The gap functionsDk  D0 coss2u0d 1 D1
and Dk  D0 coss2u0d 1 iD1 are used, respectively, in
Eq. (1) for spectral simulations. The simulation resul
are shown as right insets in the figures, usingD1yD0 
0.25 and the sameZ as in each fit for comparison, and
neglecting band-structure effects for simplicity. For th
h110j STM junction in Fig. 1,d 1 is splits the ZBCP into
broken time-reversal symmetry pairs separated by2D1,
while d 1 s has little effect. For theh100j point-contact
junction in Fig. 2 [30], bothd 1 is and d 1 s produce
additional spectral kinks, none of which were seen in o
data or could explain the asymmetric inflection at ze
bias. For theh001j STM junction in Fig. 3,d 1 is flattens
out the gap bottom whiled 1 s splits the gap edges by
2D1, neither feature being apparent in our data. The
spectral comparisons allow us to place an upper limit
anys-wave order-parameter component present in YBC
From the spectral resolution of our measurement (1 me
and the results of our spectral analysis (Table I), w
estimate less than 5%s wave relative to the predominan
d wave in either thed 1 s or d 1 is scenario.

In summary, we have studied the directional depe
dence of quasiparticle tunneling and Andreev reflection
YBCO using the generalized BTK formalism withdx22y2

pairing symmetry. STM spectroscopy measurements
NyIyS tunnel andNyS point-contact junctions made on
theh100j, h001j, andh110j crystal faces demonstrate a sys
tematic spectral dependence on the junction orientation a
impedance. Quantitative spectral analysis verifies the p
dominance ofd-wave pairing symmetry, with less than 5%
s-wave component in either thed 1 s or d 1 is scenario.

This work was supported by NSF Grant No. DMR
9705171, NASA/OSS, and the Packard Foundation.
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